
 

News 

Welcome back to school! We 
hope you enjoyed a lovely break!   

Please ensure that your child 
brings their book bag into school 
every day with their phonics 
book and reading record. This 
will ensure that we are able to 
change your child’s book and carry out our reading 
assessments. Please also be reminded to respond to 
the ParentMail we will send out regarding our EYFS 
school trip to Peacehaven library in March. Please 
also ensure that your child’s phonics book and reading 
record are placed into their book bag every day. 
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Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development 

The children will continue to learn how to manage 
their feelings and behaviour and will be discussing 
different ways of being helpful, both in school and at 
home. 

We will also be focussing on the theme of special 
relationships and how to care for others. We will talk 
about the importance of being caring towards our 
friends, animals and all living things.   

Physical Development 

This term, Reception will be learning to jump and land 
safely. They will be learning how to travel safely over 
apparatus and how to perform a balance.  

Please continue to send your children to school in 
their full PE kit on their timetabled PE day. They will 
stay in their kit for the entire day.  

Reception’s PE day is every Friday.  

Our PUPAC values 

Communication and Language 

This term, we will be focussing on our use of language and sentence structure. 
The children will develop the ability to offer explanations for why things might 
happen and make use of recently introduced vocabulary from stories, non-fiction 
texts and rhymes.  

The children will also learn how to articulate their own feelings and ideas as well 
as events that they have experienced.   
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Suggested books for reading  

 ‘Farmer Duck’ - Martin Waddell 

 ‘Superworm’ Julia Donaldson and others by 

the same author 

 ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ Eric Carle 

 ‘The Odd Egg’ by Emily Gravett 

 ‘The Rhyming Rabbit’ by Julia Donaldson 

 A range of non-fiction animal texts  

 

 

Mathematics 

In maths this term, the children will continue to 
learn the composition of numbers to 10. They will 
recognise and count numbers to 10 and will be 
finding one more/greater than and one fewer/
less than a number within 10. They will work on 
their skills of addition and subtraction using 
practical objects.  

We will be using subitising skills to identify dot 
patterns and explain how we know how many 
dots there are without counting , e.g. “I can see 
two dots and one more. That is three.” 

Home Learning   

This term the children will be completing home 
learning tasks which are set fortnightly. One 
week will have a writing focus and the next a 
maths focus. We look forward to receiving some 
fantastic work and celebrating the children’s 
commitment to home learning, when the work is 
uploaded on Tapestry.  

Please continue to support your child to read 
their phonics books, at least three times a week 
and share lots of other stories as this 
will develop their love of reading.  

 

Literacy 

This term the children will be introduced to 
different digraphs (two letters that represent one 
sound) such as ‘th’ as th-a-t or ‘sh’ as in sh-i-p.   

The children will continue to use their phonic 
knowledge to read, write and understand simple 
sentences which contain a capital letter, finger 
spaces and a full stop.   

They will also be encouraged to write for a range 
of different purposes e.g. story maps, lists, and 
labels for animal life cycles. 

Understanding the World 

Over the term, we will read our new 
text ‘Farmer Duck’ by Martin Waddell.  

We will use this text to focus on farm 
life and produce. We will also explore plants and 
growth and learn about a range of animals and 
their habitats, such as farm animals, wild animals, 
domesticated animals and mini beasts.  

During RE this term, we will learn about the 
Christian festival, Easter.    

Expressive Arts and Design 

In music the children will be learning to find the 
pulse in familiar pieces of music such as 'Old 
Macdonald had a Farm' and 'Baa Baa Black 
Sheep'.  

We will also be learning about the life cycles of 
butterflies and plants using the songs 'A Tiny 
Caterpillar on Leaf' and 'A Tiny Seed'. 
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